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In this paper a novel approximation algorithm for integer formulation of the Asymmetric Travelling Salesman
Problem based on a sequence of Hopfield’s networks is described. The sequence, in polynomial time, converges
to a state representing a feasible solution for a given instance. The results, carried out with two different
evaluation methods for the designed neural algorithm, show how this technique is interesting in order to make
the neural network approximation approaches competitive with respect to the more classical ones.

,QWURGXFWLRQ
The Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) can be defined as follows:
Given a set 9 ^F F ` of cities and for each pair ^F F ` of distinct cities a cost 3 LM , finding an
ordering Kof the cities which minimises the quantity
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This quantity is referred to as the tour length, since it is the length of the tour a salesman would make
when visiting the cities in the order specified by permutation and returning at the end to the initial city.
In this article we will consider symmetric and asymmetric TSP even in its dual version (i.e. find out an
ordering K that maximises 3 K ). Both TSP and dual TSP are NP-hard [Karp, 1972] and so any
algorithms for finding optimal tours must have a worst case running time that grows faster than
polynomial (assuming the widely believed conjecture that P≠NP).
Several attempts to build neural network algorithms have been carried out to solve TSP, but none of
them have been proved competitive with more classical approaches [Potvin, 1993]. In particular, none
can produce tours even as good as classical algorithms and most take substantially more time, at least
on sequential machines. The set of neural algorithms for TSP can currently be divided in two main
classes [Johnson and McGeoch, 1997]. In the former neurons are structured according to some
formulation of the TSP as an integer program. The second is concerned with geometric instances of
the problem and the neurons are viewed as points in space seeking out cities with which they are
identified.
The neural algorithm that we propose referred to the integer programming formulation of the TSP and
is based on discrete Hopfield’s networks. Hopfield [Hopfield and Tank, 1985] designed the first
application based on neural net approach for the TSP, but as it has been pointed out [Wilson and
Pawley, 1988] that approach failed to find a feasible solution (i.e. some constraints were violated) for
each instance. To overcome this, we propose an algorithm that uses the Recursive Hopfield Networks
(RHN) technique [Bertoni et al, 1997] to find a feasible solution of a sub instance of the problem that
we recursively extend in order to obtain the global solution. RHN technique consists of building a
finite sequence of networks where the energy function of the (N+1)-th network is the energy function
of the N-th network augmented by a penalty factor proportional to the number of unsatisfied
constraints.
The algorithm has been experimented both on random instances of different sizes and on instances
collected in the TSPLIB1 [Reinelt, 1991] benchmark. The results show that our algorithm have good
performance especially for dual TSP considering that asymmetric TSP does not allow to apply many
performing classical approaches based on euclidean distance.
In Section 2 we present a novel way to characterise the TSP. In Section 3 we show how our technique
can approximately solve the TSP problem and we prove the polynomial converging, in Section 4 we
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TSBLIB is a collection of benchmark for TSP problem.

present the algorithm performances and finally in Section 5 we discuss the results and future
extensions.

763FKDUDFWHULVDWLRQYLD%RROHDQFODXVHV

A TSP can be represented by means of a direct graph *≡ 9(3 where: 9 ^F F `( ^ LM F F ∈9`
and 3 LM  is the function cost. Let ; = { [ ,...,[   [ ,...,[ ,…, [ ,...,[  } be a set of boolean
variable associated with G. A OLWHUDO over ; is either a variable[ or its negation [   , a N-FODXVHF is
a disjunction of N literal, and NWHUPW is a conjunction of NOLWHUDOBy an assignment on ; we mean a
function σ : ; → {0,1} ; the literal [ is said to be true (false) under the assignment σif σ([ ) = 1
(σ([ ) = 0) and the literal [   is said to be true (false) if σ([ ) = 0 (σ([ ) = 1). A clause Fis said to be








































satisfied by the assignment σon ; if and only if at least one of its literals is true while a term W is said
to be satisfied by the assignment σon ; if and only if all its literals are true.

1, if (L, M ) ∈ 6 ;
0, otherwise.



Given a set 6⊆(let us define its characteristic vector χs as : χ   = 

If we assign a variable [ to each edge (L,M)∈(, an assignment σon ; uniquely identifies the subset 6
of (whose characteristic vector isχs (σ([ ),..,σ([ )). We say that χsinduces the graph G′(963).
Figure 2 shows two graphs: the former is the original (complete of all edges) while the second is the
induced one by an assignment.
Let’s consider the following set of 2-clauses that constitute the set of constraints of the instance G:








1. [   ∨ [  , ∀ L∈V∀ NK∈ {S:(L, S)∈E′, S≠L} with N≠ K,
2. [   ∨ [  , ∀ L∈V∀ NK∈ {S:(SL)∈E, S≠L} with N≠ K,
3. [ ∨ [  ,∀ LM∈V with M≠ L.
The first constraint set allows a unique edge to go out of a node, the second bound set refers to a
unique edge entering a node and the last constraint set imposes a unique edge between two nodes.
Figure 1 graphically shows in which case the constraints are activated avoiding that both variable of 2clauses are set to 1.
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)LJXUH Graphic displaying of 2-clause relative to constraints 1, 2, and 3.
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)LJXUH: Original complete graph associated to a TSP instance and the graph induced by the assignment σ over
;$ .
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)LJXUH  The graph on the right represents a TSP instance with 5 cities while graph on the left represents a
solution of the problem (1).


Let OR(χ ) be the logic conjunction of the all 2-clauses set specified in point 1,2 and 3 subjected to the
assignment χ and let’s consider the following optimisation problem
(1)
max  (  , )∈ 3 (L, M ) ⋅ [




⊆ : OR ( χ )=

∑

A set 6 that solves the problem induces a graph containing at least a valid tour i.e. a set 7of edges so
that if K K ∈ 7 then K K  and K K  belong to 7 Figure 3 shows a graph representing a TSP
instance and the relative induced graph by an assignment that solve the problem (1). It is worth
noticing that at least one tour belongs to the induced graph, moreover there are no edges from (or to)
nodes in set {1,3,5} to (or from) set {2,4}. This is due to constraints of type 1 and 2.
The following theorem proves that the problem described by the equation (1) constrains optimal
solution (χs assignment) to induce a graph which has at least one tour.
7KHRUHP/HW*≡ 9(3 EHDGLUHFWJUDSKDVVRFLDWHGWRD763ZLWK9!DQGOHW6EHDVXEVHWRI
(VRWKDWVROYHVWKHHTXDWLRQ  WKHQχs LQGXFHVDJUDSK*′WKDWFRQWDLQVDWOHDVWDWRXU
3URRISuppose, by way of contradiction, that the induced graph by the optimal assignment χs does not
contain a tour then we build a solution χ′s better than optimum.
It is trivial to see that constraints specified in points 1,2 and 3 make the graph (induced by χs) have
nodes with only one outgoing edge (constraint 1), only one entering edge (constraint 2) and without a
symmetric edge (constraint 3).
Let {V ! V" } be a collection of subsets so that
V$ = 9 and each V satisfies the following property:
$

U

=1,..., #

if XY ∈ V then ∃ X  X% ∈ V : X X Y X% and (X X &  ) ∈ 6 for each L=1N-1
where V ⊆9is a set of nodes.

For each V we built the ORQJHVW VHTXHQFH OV V = X1 ,..., X(
'

for N «Q .

: (X+ , X+
*

'

)

There are two possibilities

*

+1

(2)

) ∈ 6for N «Q -1 and X- ∈ V
,

D  Q =|9| (i.e. r = 1, there is only a set in the collection2): we built a new solution adding the edge
/
/
(X021 , X1 ) = (X|1. | , X11 ) to 6 Such edge does not belong to 6 on the basis of the theorem
hypothesis (i.e. the solution does not contain any tour), moreover we can show that the new
solution is feasible: constraint 3 is satisfied because |9_! on the basis of the theorem
hypothesis while, constraint 1 and 2 are satisfied because they do not exist YZ∈6 so that
(Y, X11 ) , (X|13 | , Z) ∈ 6 otherwise Y would have two outgoing edges and Z would have two
entering ones (note that XZnecessarily belong to V ).
4
4
E  Q ≠|9| (i.e. r > 1, there are at least two set in the collection): we add the edge (X5 +6 +11 , X1 ) .

2

It is easy to prove that the collection {V 798 :;8 V< } constitutes a partition.

Constraint 3 is verified because nodes in different sequence are different. Constraint 1 is



satisfied because X1 has no any entering edge (Y, X1 ) otherwise the sequence Y, X1 ,..., X  
would be longer that OV V . Similar reasons prove that constraint 3 is satisfied.

Recalling that P(LM) > 0 (for each edge (LM) in *), when we add a new edge to 6 we increment the
function cost associated to the optimal solution, but this is a contradiction therefore there must be at
least a tour so that the above construction can be avoided.

'HVLJQLQJD5HFXUVLYH1HXUDO$OJRULWKP 51$ IRU763
We have proved that solving (1) can lead to obtain a tour. In this section we shall introduce the RHN
technique [Bertoni et al, 1997] to approximately solve (1) and than we shall show how an algorithm
(RNA) can find a feasible tour by using RHN.
5HFXUVLYH+RSILHOG1HWZRUN 5+1 

Given a graph G, let’s introduce, for each variable [ ∈X′G ={α% : α% =[  , N L QM[  ∈XG} a variable
y = 2[ - 1 that assumes values on the set {-1,1}, where Q= |9|. Moreover, let’s define for each 2-term
[ ∧[ the polynomial
IAND(\ , \ ) = \ + \ + \ \ ,

and for each 2-clause [ * ∨ [  the polynomial
IOR(\ , \ ) = -\ - \ - \ \ .

The mappings of the functions IAND and IOR is given in the Table 4.
I1
1
-1
1
-1

IOR
-3
1
1
1

I2
1
1
-1
-1

IAND
3
-1
-1
-1

)LJXUH: Mapping of the functions I and I 

Let’s consider then the following quadratic functions ψ : {-1,1}n → =and Ω : {-1,1}n → =, defined
as:

Ψ ( \1,K \ ) =
and

Ω( \1,K \! ) =

∑ I 




\ , \  = ∑ D  \ \ + ∑ X \ ,

(3)

∑ I 




\ , \  = ∑ (D  − 1) \ \ + ∑ Y \ ,

(4)
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where W = {\$ ∨]% : U =1,…,3(L)} determines the weight associated with the edge L, by means of the
dummy variables ]% and &1.2.3 is the set of constraints defined in point 1,2 and 3.
In this setting, solving the problem (1) is reduced to solving the following integer quadratic problem.
Maximize Ψ(\) = \TA\ + X⋅\
Subject to Ω(\) = &1.2.3
A discrete sequence of Recursive Hopfield Networks {ℜk}k≥0 is a sequence of Hopfield’s networks in
which the neurons {1,…,Q} represent the edges of G (they assume state in {-1,1}) and the energy
function Φk of the specific network ℜk is obtained as follows:
Φ0(\) = Ψ(\)+Ω(\);
Φk(\) = Φk-1(\) +
/

I- .
∑
&
*( *' )
∨

∈

( −1)
1.2.3




\, , \+  ,

(5)

( −1)

where &1.2.3 is the set of 2-clauses in &1.2.3 not satisfied by the assignment σ0 (k-1) corresponding to

\(k-1) ; \(0),..., \(k-1) is the sequence of solution vectors of the ℜ0 ,..., ℜk-1 network sequence (it is usually

initialised with y(0) = [1, ..., 1]).
In [Bertoni et al,
 1997] it has been proved that Recursive-Hopfield-Nets sequence is finite with a upper
bound of |;′ _ and it has been implemented by the RHN algorithm.

5HFXUVLYH1HXUDO7HFKQLTXHIRUGXDO763
The idea of RNA is to solve (approximately), using the RHN algorithm, problem (1) in order to obtain
a solution containing at least a tour. All neurons belonging to the tours are fixed to 1 value (i.e. they
belong to the network but can assume only the 1 value); only the neuron (belonging to a tours)
associated with the edge having the lowest weight is fixed to –1 value. The new network is thus
composed: the neurons fixed to 1, the neuron fixed to –1 and the remaining neurons (named free
neurons). It converges to a new configuration that induces at least another tour. In this fashion it is
guaranteed that each time at least one neuron is removed from the network, therefore the algorithm
converges.
The network is built as follows:
•
•

a neuron \ is associated to each variable in [$  ∈ ; , for each LM= 1,… ,Q and N L QMwhere
Q=V.
to each edge \ is assigned the weight 3′(N)=3(LM) adding the set of 2-clauses
{\ ∨]% : U=1,… ,3′(N)}, where ]% are dummy boolean variables fixed to 1. In this way, setting the
variable \ to 1 augments the network energy function Φ(\) of the quantity 3′(N).

51$DOJRULWKPIRUGXDO763

1. Let G(9(3) be a weighted graph representing a dual TSP, P  and Q=V, so build a
Hopfield network ℜ0 associating to each edge (L,M) of G a neuron y . The set of free neurons is

, =

U {\ }

 

( , )∈

2. RHN algorithm in finite time satisfies constraints 1,2 and 3. By doing this a sequence
ℜν ν ∈ of Hopfield networks is generated, It converges to the final state \ = ( \1 ,..., \ 2 ) ,
with the classical transition function [Alberti et al, 1995]:

{ }



\ (W + 1) = VJ  ∑ ω  \  (W + 1) + ∑ ω  \ (W ) − λ 
(6)

=  … 
  = 1 …  1

3. where ωis the matrix associated to the networks ℜν (i.e. the matrix extracted from equation
(3) plus equation (4)) and L∈ {N: \ ∈ , } (i.e. only free neurons change state)

4. Let &Qbe the set of neurons belonging to a tour of the graph induced by assignment σ0 :
if |&Q__9_ then the new initial network ℜ0 +1has a free neuron set ,  +1 = ( ,  − &Q) , set

\ = −1 (with 3′(N ) = min
 3′( U ) , do P= P+1 and go point 3
 ∈ 

5. The solution is σ0 and the tour cost is

∑



" !

( , )∈

2

1 + σ  ( \ )

=1

2

3 (L, M ) ⋅ [" ! = ∑ 3 ′(N ) ⋅


51$FRQYHUJLQJ
To prove that RNA converges we prove that:
• 7KH5+1VHTXHQFHFRQYHUJHVWRDVWDWHWKDWLQGXFHVDWOHDVWDWRXU
• $5+1FRQWDLQLQJIL[HGQHXURQVPDLQWDLQVWKHDERYHSURSHUW\
The following lemma shows that the energy function of the Hopfield’ s networks converges to local
max and extends Theorem 1 application on local max solutions found by a RHN.
/HPPD/HW*≡ 9(3 EHDGLUHFWJUDSKDVVRFLDWHGWRD763ZLWK9!DQGOHW6⊆(EHWKHILQDO
VWDWHRIDQ5+1VHTXHQFHWKHQχs LQGXFHVDJUDSK*′WKDWFRQWDLQVDWOHDVWDWRXU
3URRI. To prove Theorem 1 we have shown that if an optimal solution does not contain a sub tour we

can add an edge that augments the function cost.
The same operation is carried out in case of a solution found by a neural network. Let us consider the
network energy function below


3
11  

Φ ( \1,..., \ ) =

∑ ∑ω  ⋅ \\ + ∑ O ⋅ \ 

&+ 

4
4  2  =1  =1

 =1
and let (y1,...,y ) be the stable state (final state) associated to the set 6, then adding an edge (i.e. set to
1 a neuron) can not augment the energy. In fact suppose, in way of contradiction, that setting y to 1
would improve the energy then the following disequation would be true

that is

Φ  ( \1,..., \

−1

,1, \

Φ  ( \1,..., \

−1

,1, \
=

,..., \ ) - Φ ( \1,..., \

+1

,−1, \

−1

,..., \ ) - Φ ( \1,..., \

,−1, \

+1

−1


∑

(ω  y +ω  y )+ O + O =



=1



∑

2⋅( 

(ω  y )+ O

=1

,..., \ ) >0

+1

,..., \ ) =

+1

) >0

On one hand, the argument of the VJ function in equation (6) is the above member between parenthesis
(note that 6 isa stable state therefore \ W  \ W for each U≠K), so it is positive. On the other hand,
y is set to -1 by equation (6) only if the




∑
=1

(ω  y )+ O is negative, therefore we have a contradiction

that is resolved only by assuming that swapping the neuron state from -1 to 1 (i.e. variable state from 0
to 1) can not improve the energy for a stable state.
As in Theorem 1 if an optimal solution does not contain a tour we can augment the function cost (i.e.
the energy network) adding an edge (i.e. set to 1 a neuron) but we have just proved that this leads to a
contradiction therefore the solution must contain a tour.
7KHRUHP/HPPDLVYDOLGHYHQIRUQHWZRUNVFRQWDLQLQJIL[HGQHXURQV

3URRI Let us reformulate case a) and b) of Theorem 1 in order to prove that the edges added in
Lemma 1 are not associated to neurons fixed to -1.
a) we have a unique sequence V X11 ,..., X|1 | that includes every graph node and we add the
edge (X|1 | , X11 ) to augment the function cost. We show that the neuron associated to this edge
could not be fixed to -1. In fact if RNA algorithm set to -1 the neuron associated to edge
(X|1 | , X11 ) in a previous step, X11 and X|1 | must belong to the same tour Wtherefore the outgoing
edge of X11 and the entering edge X|1 | have been fixed to 1 (step 4 of RNA algorithm). Since V 

has X11 as the initial node of the sequence and it has X|1 | as the final node, it can not have more
node than W (since the edges of W are fixed the algorithm can only add to the head or to the tail
of the sequence derived from W), therefore W = |9_ but this is a contradiction because the
algorithm would have found a solution for TSP and it should have stopped before removing
the edge (X|1 | , X11 ) .





b) The neuron associated to the edge (X + +11 , X1 ) could not be set to -1 because this implies that





X + +11 , X1 have belonged to the same tour W in a previous step and since the nodes of Ware fixed

they must still belong to the same sequence. This is in contrast with the initial hypothesis that


X + +11 , X1 belong to a different sequences (V ! and V ).
Since the edges that we add to the solution to prove Theorem 1 have not been fixed, we can repeat the
same step of its proof, then apply the same steps of Lemma 1 in order to prove Theorem 2.

51$DOJRULWKPIRU763
To solve TSP (minimisation problem) we transform it in a dual form as follows:
1) given a TSP instance graph * 9(3 compute S

max
 3(L, M ) ,

( , )∈

2) build *′(9(3′) associated with the dual TSP so that 3′(LM) S- 3(L,M) ∀(L,M)∈(.

It is easy to prove that 6 is a solutionfor G′ if and only if 6 is a solutionfor G, moreover the tour cost
is computed by subtracting the tour cost of dual TSP to |V|⋅S.

51$&RPSXWDWLRQDO&RPSOH[
In [Bertoni et al, 1997], the time required by algorithms RHN has been shown to range from a few
seconds for the smallest instances to some minutes for the largest ones. The analysis of the worst case
time complexity for RHN is very hard because it depends on two factors that are not simple to
calculate: the length of the sequence of the Hopfield networks and the number of the complete
updating cycles that each network requires to evolve from the initial state to the equilibrium state.
Since RHN is used in RNA we can not give an analytical estimation, but we observe that if RHN has a
complexity α then RNA has a worst case time of α⋅ Q Q (i.e. the max number of cycles necessary
to remove all edges not belonging to the solution)whereQis the number of nodes.

([SHULPHQWDOHYDOXDWLRQ
To evaluate RNA and dual RNA algorithm we use Rate Relative Rapport (RRR) for TSP
optimal solution cost
), (RRR)-1 for dual TSP and the execution time.
(i.e.
RNA solution cost
Both the first and second parameters are used to evaluate RNA approximation performance i.e. how
much RNA solution is near to the optimum. The third parameter measures the RNA complexity, as it
depends on the number of cities.
The above parameters have been computed in two different fashions: estimating them from a set of
TSP instances random generated (with a number of cities varying between six and fourteen) and
measured from benchmark whose solutions are available. The optimal solution of random generated
instances has been calculated using a super-polynomial branch and bound algorithm; this limits the
size of instances in terms of few cities.
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)LJXUH: Rate Relative Rapport and Execution Time in function of the number of cities

In the graphic on the right of Figure 4 we observe that the average RNA solutions for dual TSP
problem is constantly better than 94% of the optimal ones while for TSP the RRR decreases up to 81%
with augmenting the number of cities. In graphic on the left of Figure 4 the execution time in function
of the number of cities is shown: the average time ranges between 0.5 and 3 seconds while the max
time reach 5 seconds for each problem that has a size of 13 cities. In Figure 6 we can see that RRR of
dual TSP is over 95% for all instances and the average RRR for TSP among four instance is over 81%.
Since these results are in agreement with the evaluation of the previous random instances we may
attest that the approximation does not decrease even with instance sizes up to 26 cities.

Benchmark instance name
Number of cities
RRR TSP
RRR dual TSP

GR17
17
76.2
93.8

GR21
21
85.9
97.1

GR24
24
77.9
95.5

FRI26
26
85.0
97.4

)LJXUH: RRR for TSP and dual TSP on instances of TSPLIB benchmark

&RQFOXVLRQV
In this paper an approximation technique for solving the TSP problem and its dual version based on a
sequence Hopfield’ s networks has been described. We have proved analytically the polynomial
converging of the derived algorithm RNA. Moreover two kinds of performance comparisons have
been carried out in order to better understand the RNA performances: these regard both the benchmark
and the branch and bound solution for TSP instances. The experiments have shown that the average
solution for TSP is ever better than 81% of the optimum while for the average of dual TSP
performances reach 95%. This results are good considering that asymmetric TSP does not allow to
apply many performing classical approaches based on euclidean distance. The performances related to
the execution time needs more experimentation to better assess the behaviour in function of the
number of cities, at the moment we can see that the RNA algorithms is fast with respect to instances of
small sizes.
Future work is needed to better attest the RNA performances: the classical approaches to TSP are
usually measured with respect to Karp lower bound [Held and Karp, 1970] [Held and Karp, 1971]; an
experimental set-up based on this optimum estimation makes a more direct comparison with all other
approaches achievable. Further extensions of the algorithm are promising, for example a more
complex heuristic for choosing the removing edge of a tour. An other possible extension is to consider
each graph, induced by a solution, as a macro node and recursively to apply the RNA algorithm to the
graph composed of macro nodes. Our feeling is that to take advantage of macro reduction should
better improve both speed and approximation performances.
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